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Question 1: Monte Carlo Sampling Pseudocode
a) We choose to sample for our integration from an orthogonal domain, containing both

circles. Therefore, with (x1, y1) = (0,0) and R1=5 and (x2, y2) = (12,0) and R2=10:

• x should be in the interval [-5,22]: We have to transform the random values taken
by random() to this interval. Sampling in the x-direction will be:
x = random() ∗ 27 − 5

• y should be in the interval [-10,10]: We transform sampling in the y-direction:
y = random() ∗ 20 − 10

b) In general, if you want to compute the MC error, you have to keep both function
evaluations AND function evaluations squared. In the specific case, the function is the
unit function, if the random point is inside the overlapping area.

c) For M2 = 10M1 we know that MC error behaves as: εMC ∼
√
|V ar|
M

. Therefore,
εMC−2 = εMC−1√
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d) If we use 2-times the sampling space, and we sample from a uniform distribution, then
the variance will be 22 times larger. Therefore, using the same relation as above, the
MC error will be 2 times larger.

Question 2: Monte Carlo Integration
a) The inverse sampling transform is given as x = F−1X (u) where FX(x) is the CDF of the

desired distribution. Therefore we first have to calculate the CDF:

F (x) =

x∫
0

p(s) ds =

x∫
0

β

αβ
sβ−1e−(s/α)

β

ds = 1 − e−(x/α)
β

Using the transform we can therfore formulate:

u = 1 − e−(x/α)
β

Where u is our randomly generated variable from a uniform distribution in the inverval
[0,1]. By inverting the function we recieve the desired transformation:

x = α(−ln(1 − u))1/β
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Algorithm 1 Monte Carlo integration for overlapping area
Input:
circle center x2
circle radii R1, R2

number of Monte Carlo samples M
Output:
overlap area of 2 circles

Steps:
R1 = 5
R2 = 10
x2 = 12
M = 10000

function overlapMC(x2, R1, R2,M)
double area_rectangle= (R1 + x2 +R2) ∗ 2. ∗R2

int pts_inside = 0
for int i:=0; i < M; i++ do

double xi = (x2 +R2 +R1) ∗ random()−R1

double yi = 2 ∗R2 ∗ random()−R2

if (xi ∗ xi + yi ∗ yi ≤ R1 ∗R1) and ((xi − x2) ∗ (xi − x2) + yi ∗ yi ≤ R2 ∗R2) then
pts_inside ++

end if
end for
return (double) pts_inside / M * area_rectangle

end function
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b) With the samples drawn from the distribution we can calculate the expected stress
when the structure fails by:

σ̄B =
1

N

N∑
i=1

σ
(i)
B =

1

5
(245 + 229 + 247 + 299 + 263) = 256.6MPa

Unfortunately this value isn’t very significant for dimensioning structures, because the
samples alone show that it is probable that the structure can fail at lower stresses.
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